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Titan Track
The Titan Track collection is a new Vesta-exclusive product
line featuring precision fabricated finials, extruded aluminum
track and a new palladium finish. This new hefty diameter
provides a suitable alternative for heavier weight window
treatment designs. All items are in stock and available
for quick shipping.
AVAILABILITY:
in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours
AVAILABLE FINISHES:
BL
= black
BN
= brushed nickel
PC
= polished chrome
PL
= palladium
MATERIAL:
■ aluminum
DIAMETER & BRACKETS:
13/8"D: bracket required every 6-8 feet
SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:
Track lengths exceeding 106" will incur significant additional freight
charges. The collection’s track connector can be used to achieve
longer spans. The created seam will be visible.
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ABBREVIATION KEY:
D
= diameter
H
= height
L
= length
P
= projection
W
= width
ID
= inside diameter
OD
= outside diameter

*new palladium finish
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13/8" diameter

bracket required every 6' - 8'

Titan Track Collection
Availability: in-stock, typically ships within 24-48 hours | Available Finishes: BL, BN, PC, PL | Material: aluminum
FINIALS

Hyperion

(flush mount)
#351520
21/4"W, 4"L

Rhea

Phoebe

(flush mount)
#351530
17/8"W, 35/16"L

Cronus

(flush mount)
#351525
13/4"W, 31/2"L

*shown in BN

(flush mount)
#351570
21/2"W, 31/2"L

*shown in PL
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*shown in PL

*shown in BL

End Cap

(flush mount)
#351500
13/8"W, 1/2"L
*shown in PC

BRACKETS

Titan wall bracket
#352770 - 29/16"W, 4"P

Titan double wall bracket
#352772 - 29/16"W, 4" & 77/8"P

*shown in BN

*shown in PL

Inside Mount

#352220 - 19/16"W, 13/16"L
*shown in BN

TRACK & TRACK ACCESSORIES

Aluminum Track
#358080 - 13/8"D
*shown in PL

Track Connector Swivel Track Connector

*sold by the foot but will cut to your specifications, no charge

#908993

#908994

GLIDER COMPONENTS

Swivel Glide

#906525 - 1/2"P

Roller Glide large

#906520 - white - 3/4"P
#906521 - black - 3/4"P

Track Stop

#908992 - white - 3/8"P
#908992B - black - 3/8"P

Overlap Carrier [R]
#909904 - with snap

Overlap Carrier [R]
#909902 - w/o snap

Underlap Carrier [L]
#909905 - with snap

Underlap Carrier [L]
#909903 - w/o snap
Connected Roller Carrier

#906906 - 60% fullness
#906908 - 80% fullness

#906910 - 100% fullness
#906912 - 120% fullness

*For 1" Snap Tape with 41/4" On-Center Spacing

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the track size it’s compatible with.

Acrylic
Wand

#968100
39"L
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